Become a Perth College Swim Academy swimming instructor

Perth College Swim Academy is the school-based swimming program. It includes Learn to Swim through to squad training. PCSA is about to embark on the Summer Program starting in Term 4.

Perth College Swim Academy is currently seeking qualified, motivated and enthusiastic swimming instructors to join their professional team.

Casual Summer Swimming Instructors – Term 4 October 2015 to Term 1 March 2016

As a teacher at Perth College Swim Academy your role includes teaching children from beginners through to squad level swimmers. As part of this position you are also responsible for planning, assessment and feedback to swimmers and parents based on the PCSA LTS structure.

Work hours are certainly flexible and acknowledge study, family or other commitments; however consistency of teachers is a high priority at PCSA. Generally hours of employment are afterschool and during the school holidays however there will be some during school hours available.

Qualifications

Swim Australia Teacher qualification or equivalent
Current resuscitation
Current WWC

Application form
Applications close 1 October 2015